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This document is STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. Do not distribute or publish in any way under penalty of law. This
document does not constitute an invitation or solicitation of any partnership or investment in a security or any other
investment instrument. 

This document may contain proprietary, business-confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended
recipient of this message, be aware that any use, review, retransmission, distribution, reproduction or any action taken
in reliance upon this message is strictly prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the
material from all computers. The material in this document is copyrighted. Copying and/or transmitting portions or all of
this work without permission may be a violation of applicable law. 

This DRAFT contains forward-looking statements or information (collectively “forward-looking statements”) that relate to
current expectations and views of future events. In some cases, these forward-looking statements can be identified by
words or phrases such as “may,” “will,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “aim,” “estimate,” “intend,” “plan,” “seek,” “believe,”
“potential,” “continue,” “is/are likely to” or the negative of these terms, or other similar expressions. Although the forward-
looking statements contained in this DRAFT are based upon what the NFMemes Project believes are reasonable
assumptions, these risks, uncertainties, assumptions, and other factors could cause actual results, performance,
achievements, and experience to differ materially from its expectations expressed, implied, or perceived in forward-
looking statements. Given such risks, prospective participants with the NFMemes Project should not place undue
reliance on these forward-looking statements. 
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THE NFM PROJECT
Leveraging NFT technology with the cultural phenomenon known as the meme.
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In April of 2011, The Nyan Cat was uploaded on Youtube. It is a video meme of an
animated cartoon cat shaped as a pop-tart flying through the air trailed by a
rainbow accompanied with Japanese techno playing in the background. Ironically
enough this piece of Art (digital pop-tart cat) was auctioned off for $600,000,
solidifying the transfer of ownership using blockchain technology, more
specifically NFTs (non-fungible tokens). This marked an historic event in the
cryptocurrency space highlighting the real world use case of non-fungible tokens. 

NFTs are taking over the digital space. One of its main features allows the digital
art creator to get paid a percentage on each sale of his/her art. As NFTs change
hands, it gives an opportunity for the artist to get recognized while the NFT
increases in value.

Sooner than later, all forms of media will be monetized! The beauty of NFMemes is
that it combines NFT technology with the cultural phenomenon known as the
meme. Making capital off of your everyday creation inked with your digital
signature is the next big evolution in NFT and blockchain technology, in other
words, “THE REVOLUTION OF ART."

Welcome to NFMemes, the evolution of how digital art will be sold and traded.
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There is no better way to convey an emotion on the internet better than the meme.
NFMemes is aware of this and will help you monetize your creation, encouraging
creativity as well as sovereignty using blockchain technology. The NFMemes
platform will be using the Decentraland SDK, a third party software to create a full
functioning Virtual Art Gallery. Complete with live auctions, artist and connoisseur
meetups, community gatherings and much much more. 

Decentraland property has went for as much as seven figures and that number will
likely keep rising. It is a beautiful time, the Metaverse is in its infancy stage, and
NFMemes is at the frontier bringing you taste of the future from the comfort of your
own home. 

Using Decentraland, create your own personal Avatar and roam around in digital
wonder. Immerse yourself in the NFM Virtual Art Gallery with most innovative
digital art from artists all over the world. Allow the world to come to life. Create and
mint clothes for any Avatar, including your own. With NFTs as the foundation all
pieces created in this virtual world deliver royalties to the artist for life. 

All revenue created on the NFMemes platform and generated from the NFM Gallery
will be added to the liquidity of the project. This ensures that artists are receiving
their worth and your holdings are constantly increasing in value! 

Come experience this ever expansive reality.
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Quarter 2

NFMemes is a versatile project, launching many surprises every quarter. We will focus on
bringing liquidity to the project through NFT minting, sales, and transfers. Our goals
include discovering future up-and-coming artists alongside pleasing all NFMemes
investors. 

This project will be immersive and interactive and we can not wait to show the community
what we have instore. 

Quarter 4Quarter 3

Bridging to Ethereum.

Release Beta version of the
NFMemes Art Gallery on
Decentraland.

Focus on massive marketing.

Developing NFT minting,
selling, and transferring
functions - directly
bringing liquidity to the
project. 

NFT live auctioning
launch on the NFMemes
platform through the
virtual art gallery portal. 

More marketing.
Reaching influencers and
consumers through a
variety of platforms. 

Launch advertisement
sponsorship wall in the
Virtual Art Gallery
opening up an inflow of
investors and influencer
partnerships. 

Launch feature wall used
to advertise other unique
use case cryptocurrency
projects.

Delivering the Alpha
version of our Virtual art
platform.

Launch an Alpha
immersive, 3D interactive
Virtual Art Gallery using
the Decentraland SDK. A
home for the world's top
tier digital artists and
connoisseurs alike. 

ROADMAP
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THE EVOLUTION OF DIGITAL ART

THE NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN

NFT digital art sales have been parabolic over the last year and we do not see this trend stopping.
NFTs are the first real world use case of blockchain technology which is being adopted by the
masses (ie. figure 2). Here at NFMemes, we look to capitalize on this movement by combining the
NFT with the world renowned meme. 

FIGURE 2 - Crypto Art Sales from January 2020 to January 2021

FIGURE 1 - NFT Infographic - explaining real world use of blockchain technology.
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Turn any IDEA into an NFT.
Mint on the NFM platform. 

Sell, transfer, and buy NFTs.
Have it available in the NFM Virtual Art Gallery.

Share it with the Defi world..

Constant stream of revenue
adding to Liquidity Pool (LP) -
increasing your investment.

 

Resulting in the project
continually going for infinity. 

All profit from sales,  transfers,
and minting will siphon back into
the liquidity of the NFM project.

Benefiting the NFM community,
rewarding holders for simply
holding and sharing their art

while furthering project
development.

Resulting in expansion in all
directions providing the

community with a valuable
and innovative project. 

MEME ECONOMY 

FIGURE 3 - The NFM Protocol. Base tokenomics.  

FIGURE 4 - Gallery revenue tokenomics. 

THE NFM PROTOCOL

NFMeme Virtual Gallery/World
Revenue.

60% goes into LP.
40% into growth of project.
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MEMONOMICS

90% OF ALL TOKENS IN
CIRCULATION

100%
OF TOTAL SUPPLY 10% RESERVED FOR

PROJECT DEV. &
MARKETING 

100% OF TOKENS

GALLERY REVENUE

NFM WORLD REVENUE
GENERATION

- Real Estate Rental & Sales
- Advertisement Revenue

- Auction Revenue
- NFT Minting, Selling, & Trading

CLICK

CREATE

ENTER
ENVISION

GATHER

EVOLVE

60% 40%
Dedicated funds allocated

to the LP.
Dedicated funds allocated to the

growth of the project through
marketing, future partnerships,
NFM Virtual Art Gallery growth,

and development.

FIGURE 5 - NFM Virtual Art Gallery AKA NFM WORLD Infographic.
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Here at NFMemes we look to further the bond between Art and Artist, influencer and
influenced, creator and created. We are here to leverage NFT Digital Art technology in the
Virtual World environment using the Decentraland SDK.

OUR INTENT
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01 | CREATE
To revolutionize the world of Art and Memes, to
be the first and only Virtual Meme Gallery.

02 | EXPAND
To provide talented and creative individuals a
space to showcase their artwork and make a
sustainable living all whilst operating in a
decentralized world.  

03 | COMMIT
To create a marketplace run using the NFM
Token, rewarding participants for involvement
through art, curation, investment, or otherwise.  



Contract: https://bscscan.com/token/0x74367e710d0622108212C5E4B9A5329fbfd9e9A1

Liquidity Locked:

https://unicrypt.network/amm/pancake/pair/0xc7EF2d7fba4F48aB4BFE4477A60a9c36B6

3360cC

Pancake: https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?

outputCurrency=0x74367e710d0622108212C5E4B9A5329fbfd9e9A1

Chart: https://goswappcharts.web.app/?

isbsc=true&tokenId=0x74367e710d0622108212C5E4B9A5329fbfd9e9A1

Website: http://www.nfmemes.net

Twitter: https://twitter.com/Nftmemes1?s=09

Telegram: https://t.me/nftmemes_bsc

We thank you for supporting the NFMemes
project and we look forward to pleasing the
community on all levels. 

Contact
Watson Digital Interactive
226-280-5344
nfmemes396@gmail.com
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